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BENZING ClubSystem
For the enjoyable work in the club - BENZING ClubSystem
The innovative BENZING ClubSystem is even better than clubPOINT and CAN, as the functionalities of both units have now
been combined into a single unit, the BENZING ClubSystem. All of the tasks within the Club have now become child´s play,
based on the well-known user friendliness of the BENZING M1.

tLarge time and date display

tLoud acoustic signals

tModern design with CAN and
clubPOINT in a single unit

tEasily accessible connections
for printer, radio clock and PC

tSupport for a radio clock and GPS
clock

tImproved and faster reading of
the electronic chip rings
tHigher reading range of the
chipring

tKeys to manually set the date and time
tAdditional USB port for the PC

tEasy and complimentary
software download
tHighest security with the
BENZING Pro Chip Ring
tEasy printing with USB printer

BENZING ClubSystem

Large time and date display
Always the right time because of the easy-to-read display of
the date and time in large letters and numbers always clearly
displays the time,. The display corresponds similarly to the
one on the BENZING M1.
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The BENZING ClubSystem combines the functionalities
of CAN and clubPOINT into a single unit and does not
require any cables. Already at first sight, it is clear that the
ClubSystem originates from the BENZING series. Its
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BENZING Station and the BENZING M1.
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The new BENZING ClubSystem supports all radio clocks
delivered to date, as well as the GPS receiver.
Keys to manually set the date and time
If no radio signal is available, the date and time can easily be
set using a simple menu on the BENZING ClubSystem.
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ClubSystem also has an integrated USB port, to where
modern PCs and laptops can be directly connected. Every
major fancier administration software supports this USB interface.
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All connections on the BENZING ClubSystem are positioned
to be easily accessible. The connections are located on the
side, which facilitates easy connection and disconnection.
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Loud acoustic signals
A special, powerful loudspeaker integrated into the new
ClubSystem signals any action distinctively. The volume can
easily adjusted with a controller.
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The BENZING ClubSystem is equipped with a new type
PG 3'*% VOJU GPS CFUUFS SFBEJOH BOE XSJUJOH FMFDUSPOJD DIJQ
rings. This technology is also used in the Lazer (PLB)
antenna. Therefore the reading range and the speed to basket a
pigeon is increased.
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BENZING ClubSystem. It is therefore easy to migrate from
the old club system to the new BENZING ClubSystem.
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Easy download via computer! Thanks to the PC connection,
updating the software has never been easier.
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BENZING Pro chip rings are subject to the highest
BENZING quality requirements for intensive use in pigeon
racing. With its 256bit memory, it dwarfs everything else.
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BENZING enables various options for printing stations. With
the BENZING Printer Manager, all lists can be sent via the
PC to any USB printer. Every USB printer can be used if there
is no connection between the PC and printer available.

